The CityRadio
Sound adventures around the world
Design: Pizzolorusso

THIS RADIO LETS YOU
TRAVEL WITHOUT MASKS,
CHECKPOINTS
OR RESTRICITONS.

The emotion of a world sound adventure;
this is the CityRadio.
the CityRadio is different from all existing radios
because it offers a listening experience organized by city.
For the first time, the experience of listening to live music
and broadcasts of local radio stations from international
cities is made possible through an object which is both
familiar and surprising and can be touched and listened to.
By acting directly on the keys of Nairobi or Paris or Rio
you can immediately connect to the LIVE radio stations
of those cities and select and store your favourite radio
frequencies.
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This Radio connects
you to the world’s
LIVE city radio stations.
the CityRadio is somewhat reminiscent of the appliances
of radio’s early history, which also displayed city names
to identify their frequencies, but it is an absolutely
contemporary object.

It is in fact thanks to technology that the CityRadio
manages to recreate the lost emotion of live listening
to the special voice of the world cities through an original
and dedicated sound box.
18 INTERCHANGEABLE KEYS WITH CITY NAMES
ACTIVATE THE RADIO STATIONS OF THOSE CITIES
IN REAL TIME.

In order to use the CityRadio it is necessary to download
the specifically developed App which allows you to connect
the radio to the Internet and to configure and modify
the selection of cities.
The streaming flows of over 60,000 radios are ensured
for quality and transmission speed by an exclusive
agreement with one of the most accredited streaming
flow providers in the world.
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Product Specifications
Size
197 x 75 x 37 mm
Technical Features
Wireless 5W speaker
BT 4.2
9+9 magnetic keys
Rechargeable battery
USB-C connector
Authomatic connection
to the dedicated APP

Available Color
Red / Sand

Black / Powder blue

Available Cities
Athens /Barcelona / Beijing / Berlin / Buenos Aires / Cairo /
Havana / Istanbul / Jakarta / London / Moscow / Nairobi /
New York / Paris / Rome / Sao Paulo / Sydney / Tokyo /

About Palomar
Palomar is a design company founded in
Florence in 2001. The products we design
and manufacture are radically innovative
for the new meanings they aspire to bring
to our everyday life and experience.
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For more info about the product
please conctact us at
pressoffice@palomarweb.com
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